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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
;

DISSEMNATION IN RELATION 'TO-ELEMENTARY AN',D SECONDARY
EDUCATION

This report presents the resul/t.sof a year long study af

semination in.relation to, elementary and secondary education.

Theme study was, conducted by a combined,group of government a d

non-4over nment special),sts,'-wIh numerous opportunites for

input andcomMent by/interested parties*.

- ,

The report.takes/d nationwide per5'pective educational

di Semination,,dentifises operational.and stemic problems,

and then exaMines Federal dissemination acf ities to see
'4

whether they contribute to resolving the problems, In general,
i ; .s c

the.studY,found that on a problem-by-problem.basis"Federal

dissemination activities wee:sensible.,,apprbtches*to stiMqating
-

11
.

4

the, solving 'of, the.kroblems. On the, nether h nd,s the----Study

,/found that fdw of the existing dissemination encour -,

agelthe kinds'of comlaipat4jons- of existing net rls11pd capabll-.

ities needed to improve educational disseminat p i-13,44 ma.,jor way-.-

'Jq'i:.:

,

The'repeTt_t_huq.,:focUsed. its recommendatifrons OnIteos',t6
.

increase the "ftt"
,

between the many differeht-on ing acti- .

9,

: .V
1 %

vties at' the Federal level :and ,on bi7.inging-abow -omple- , ,. . .
, . ,,

. , 1 %J . %

mentarity between Federal dissemination Vities. and-the - '- r .
.

. .

t.' ,

-ounerous, 4,iscrete devdlopments that 'states,, loca dlsitricts,' 4 , .

..

and private roups a.re,undertaking t6 -in'iproye their AqSemilia:,:,' -i,
.

. ,
.

.'.tton efforts. , , *

I "" /t. ,
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To create .an in.te related nationviide'slitem,for, ectionalVt_. _ .

disseminio11,- the report asks that seven steps, e taken'° .

t

.
1. Establish consistent detinitIons of dissemintion fn ',,

1 law and in prac 'lee., . , A A(.-

, '
1

.

I

, .' -2. 'Establish planning mechanisms at the Federalo nitiorial; i

regional, state, and sub - state'

e

levels: .

7

-,
3. EStablish adthinis rative mechansMs at the Fq4eral,

national, region state, ar4subtate. levelst. .

\ \

'4. Initiate widespread training programs.
.

,
1 ; ,

5. . Improve research, development, evaluatidn, aAthe col-
lection

.

lection of descriptive data ' 'f % ..
.

)

6. Increase financial' resources for dissemination, and. pro-.. °

vide for flexibility of use.
-

. :

7. qevelop a shared, nationtvidevision i3,f a, bo'mprehensive .
educational disseMinatiO sYStdth.

...
\\

.., .

=,

The report further-lays,out,poisible actions to achieve
.5 J

. ''.each of these .steps, '
,

,.

t

..,
. ,.

. ° The ',report also, addresses he management of-dissemination
. \ ..-T . .

..,activ, ties at, the Feceral Tevel. an.d focus'es on'neede'plan-
\

I

, -, -

..Lning And coordinationqun tiohs to insure that the separate ,..

J: 4 .\. 4
'

:dissminatio activities- within agencies acrd- between OE:and
I.-.

..

NIE,fit.together)in su\)p rt of an.interrelatednationwide
.

, -
.1'-sys,tem. ,The report make recothmendations in ,five' major areas.
I,

.

A. , .. . ....
4

o
1.

, .

4 , I.

.*.

'1. .Planning and Pol i.,c317,Setting
1

. e. ,

N -2.0 , Adminis.trative,i) reCtion and Coordization
1.

1

'.. t

. .

1. Jnternal and External Co m mu n i, caI ti'on
.

,

. ,

.

4. .Reducing legal 4'60 Organizational Fragmentatiov -

;
1
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%

5, Preparing' Leg i s 1 ati ve ,Prloposal
. .

)

The report' recommends that the Dissemination' Polky'Council. (DPC)
x ),

-be, made a per:mane-fit body and.b.e charged with setting Division-.

,

.wide,Ossemination.policy. It recommends that th'e DPC be
fp

fa

provided _with a small staff -'and budget tc, co-ordinate D i v i s i o n -

w i d e p j a n n i n g a n d c o n d u c t administrative-reyews; t o m n4ge

,

- .
r- '. ..an internal and an external communica-tion system en'd to

,..

Preparelegislative _amendments or proposals ir6the areas, of:
. e

de'fininfdisSemination, financing dissemination, -training` users

and spetialists, supporting research, develapaqnt, and evalua--'
. .

. de. : ...,4
./9,- tion.S.f dissemination,

0

and encouraging the development of-

intermediate'service'agerferess.

V

. ,

, .

4
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.'INTRODUCTION

\
A ,This report presents the results of an inAuiry initiated" by"

the Dissemination Policy Council (DPC) pt the EdUcation Division
. -

WHEW into the present strengths and weaknesses of gduca-
,

-

.,tional'disteminatiorr in the nation, and what policies ox

policy changes at theFederal level, might bg implemented to

-.help" deal with the weaknesses', The report'itseff isthe work

of twelve specialists, three from within the government and

nine from without, who coll-ectiVely were known as the

Dissemination Analysis Group (DAG). They were assembled

specifically to prepare this document. This final report

will serve as the basis forThissemination Poicy'Council

recommendations4,to the Assistant Secretary for Education on

dissemination policy for the Education Division of HEW.

SCOPE AND,LIMITATIONS

The analysis, and thus this report, are broad in scope:
,"

The reprort takes a genuinely nation-wide view
of dissemination, not a narrowly'- Federal one.

The, focus is oh working-with what is'already
available to accomplish dissemination, coor-
dinatiag and improving existing capabilities
wherever po'ssible, and creating new agencies,
networks, and functions ihly, when no reason-
able alternative seems available. In other
words, the report enwisions the'crgation, over

-some period of time, of a nationwide' system of .

interrelated national' (including Federal),
stdte,,local, and private dissemination systems,
rather thana single, natjonal, .centrally-
directed dissemination sytem.



.

. The report adapts a comprehensive Aefini ion of
dissemination covering ;everything from b anket
mailing . And speeches to tocUsed,assista ae to

\ schools attempting to implement some inn yation
of their choice, .

,

. The report amploy$,-a,very broad-and camp ehedsive .

definition of the."things'",=t,o be dissemi ated,
from ideas and information through more T less
well-specified p'roducts to exemplary pra tires
and processes.

dy
i.

The analysls an'd the report reflect several, important limi-

Whfle the improved education of children, and-the 4*.
needs of user` working direct11-..with'children have
been a constant backdrop, the DAG opted to take a

macroscopic look at the dissemination systems in
the nation As a way of meeting these user needs.
The-report and the recomMendations'reflect.this
system perspective. ,

The focus is on dissemination to (or affeptin§)
practitioners and policy makers in elementary and
secondary schools .And districts only.

. The report doe's not focus an improving disse iya-
, tion among restitutions orpost-secondary,'edli ation;

nor does. it 'address dissemination among oth roups
engaged 4n 'ed.ucation-related actiiities.exc,4,pt inso-
far as improvements there would improv.e di --sem na-
tion to 'elementary and seconbau schools.

While the DAG sought not to exclude non-public
schools, their involvement in some of the proposed
recommendations would, of neae5sity, be ,tempered',.
by whatever Constitutional limitations 'Sre Appli-
cable.

While the DAG acknowledges that events in the larger :
social contextl(e.,g., changes in tenure laws,
strength cif_tedcher unions) and broad Federal sociaj\
policies (e.g., changes in financing formulas) may
affeCt and have more impact on schools than any
planned curricular or administrative_intervention,

,
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such larger context variabTheS--are beyond the Scope
of this'repart. Th,Dikehas not dealt with the
fuli variety of ey% vn which Federal behavior can
affect school -sue

Thp- G specifically did not do the, detailed Pri-
ority setting, 'Tanning; and seqUendng of Steps
for iMplementin ,any of the recom ndati,ans,The-
lieving this is best left to th operating programs
and agencies of et:the policy s established: The`
DAG;,sulgests i particular at a number of.the

,

recommendation be tested mn a pilot basis first,
before any effort at na onwide implementatidn is -

undertaken.

Of course, not e ery DAG member agrees fulywith
every recomme ation. However, to avoid the Ais-*
traction,t DAG decided not to include minority
comment on certain points as,'-overall, every DAG
mem supports the vast, majority of therecommen-

ons.

DEFINITION bF DISSEMINATION
4.

The DAG deterMined that activities engaged in by. those '

claiming to do dissemination cam be classified into one of

four categories according to -the intent or'-purpose of eac-h

-activity., Since the categories are related and frequently

sequential, the DGadopteda definition which has four

.

lAvels and defined each level in both words and examples:*

k

Level 1 : S'pread: The one-way casting oitt,of knowledge
'in all its forms: information, products,
ideas and materials, "as'though sowing seeds."

. ..

/ r

*The DAG .recognizes that.other:s have used the term "dtsse-
mination" in :other ways. However, this definition is con-,
sistent.with the definition in the recent Interstate
Project dn Dissemination UPON report, iirepres_ppts the
most common public use of 'the term, it is direttly.appli-
cable to theme of the term ."dissemipation" in the lams,
and it is part4cularly helpful in planning, or in describing
ongoiti'g disseMination activities.

-

3'i 0
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Examples:',
. .

Radib_and television broadcasts, general
mailings (without,follbw-up or feedback),
news releases, speeches, official publica-
tiuns (e.g., the Federal Register; Commerce
BuSjness Daily), journal and magazine artr
cies, books, newsletters; inclusions in ERI -C,
libraries.

. .

Level 2 : Exchange: TIletwo-way ors multi -stay flow of
information, Rroducts, ideas and Materials

A as to needs, problems, and potential solutio
.

.

Examples.: ,

,

Need-arousing, need-iensing, and activities
whi,ch 'provide fo'r user inifluence ("feedfor-
ward"); feedback activities, as user survey,
user panels, and site visits; and sharing,
activities, such as conferenceS'Among peers.

Level 3 : Choice:loThe facilitation o f ratiopal
re7iTion-and 'selection among those ideas,

. ,\ materials, outcomes of gsearch and develop-
, ment, effective educational peactices and
other knowledge that can' 'be used for. the

,

impro:vemnt of'education.

Examples:

In centives,of LEAs to engage in search be-
, havior before making decisions; trainipg,in

decision-makilfg; visits by decision-making
, ,pra.ctitioners to a variety of deMonstration

sites; searches of ,resource, bases, and corn-
. Orisons of 'the array of relevant .programs,

products, or. knowledge sb generated; cetalogs
compaying altrpatives; traveling'exhibits.

Level Implementatigh:, The faci)qatian of adopti
installation:- end- the:ongoing utilization
improvemen'ts.

Examples:

; Consultation, on-us'er,sie technical assis-
ta-nce, locallyYtailored training,p-r_ograMs in.
required new behaviors; laboratoryinttings

fur t1e practice of new behaViol's. .

r
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The'DAG .recognlzes, that an appropriate level of .effort, or

an appropriate sat of dissemination a.ctivitfes to satisfy

the dissen+mitioW authbYity in any particular law may

fewer than All four Levels of the definition: Through

the 'use of.the complete efinition,Congressional intent as

to the focus of dissemination activities can usually be,

readily determined,'

1.4

WHAT- MAY BE DISSEMINATED

\ea '

. Siffce-the .resul.ts of research and development are quite dif-

ferent in.character if they are school practices, general

krlowledge, large-scale Larricuia, or information,'different
,

things 'to be disseminated (which for' ease of .reference, we
,

.

i:.,./- will call""4iss6Minat.es") may 4require quite diffeyent spread,,,

exchange, choicfe, or impleMentatiocactivjtless. Figure 1
-,

. 4.,

presents a schematic dfsplay of the types of. "disseminates"
. . ,

.
/ '

cohsideredb..Yt14 DAG,. array'rray ng two dimensions: degree

of.tangibility,' ilide64enaeM .a.ce,. separability; and the

degree of disciplined inquiry on_,wF ic,h they are based..
.

15
Beginninqat the top left, are the t-'angibl'e products of re-

..
. ,-

search an deVelopMent (R &.D). Progr.essii.g to the right,

-the R &'D products shade into R & D-based or R & fl- validated
4

proarau As these programs becoMe i.ncr.easingly intangible,

they shade into.lsynthesized" (practice. oriented) research--

based kno ledge, and then finally into highly imtangS6te,..

abstract, and-generalized knowledge.

- 5 -

_ 12.

41.
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Filjure 1

A CONCEPTUAL .MAPPING OF EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS; PROGRAMS,. PRACTICES, KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION
WITH THE LEVELS OF DISSEMINATION ACTIVITY

co

/.~

IMPLEMENTATIONc
cs-

. CHOICE
A o

r
'

* EXCHANGE
4.cr0) '°)'

C) SPREAD

46

DISCIPLINED
INQUIRY,

CONVENTIONAL
ACTIVITY- AND

EXPERIENCE

' 0

eee

A

e

'

. .
. .

VALIDATED

R&D PRODUCTS ''
R&D-BASED OR
VALIDATED
PROGRAMS '.9

, .

1.

,,

- '.
. .

, RESEARCH-BASED
KNOWLEDGE

SUCCESSFUL
PRODUCTS .

..

PROMISING
PRACTI"CES

,

, .!-'.

'CONSENSUAL''
'KNOWLEDGE ''.'

,

.

OTHER

AVAILABLE
.PRODUCTS

.

.1

GENERAL

PRACTICE

.

GENERAL

KNOWLEDGE

4

TANGIBLE

INDEPENDENT
SEPARABLE,

4/
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ProcReding across the next row, the 'same kinds of content

are encountered; however, the pragmatic validity of the
, -

content at this second level is based far less on the R & D

(disciplined inquiry) process and far more orPpragma ism.

Successfi products are usually those that, are marketable,

profitable, and Able to:win,and maintain consumer acceptance.

Promtsing practices may be, purely practitioner innovations

that have neither an R & D base nor evaluation data, to prove

their claims, but that are judged to be promising r worthyti

by competent educators. Consensual knowledge is not pro-

ducedby disciplined inquiry or scholarship, but it is

accepted as va)id by those who must rel.)/ .on it.

In th) last row Is encountered a vast "gray" area of rela-

tively unvalidated. products, Practices, and knowledge.

Their validity dipenck primarily- on the prevalence oftheir

use and' on their-utility for specific users. Credibility

and utility are the operatVng criteria that separate the

useful from the useless.

° The second and third rows represent the broad categories of

"diseminates" that most ftet'prEtrumlirate in the user point

of view. :The DAG recognizes that there is a heated differ-.

.41..

ence df opinion about how much discipli.ned inquiry or

research base "disseminates" ought to have to warrant dis-
.

semination. The DAG's concern to represent adequately the.-

user perspective led it to.inclUde all three rows. The cube

15
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does not represent everything that is supposed to be di.ssem-

'inated% It is conceptual mapping of what may be considered

'for,(Lissetina

Figure 1, h the inclusion of the four levels of the defi-

nition of dissemination, captures succ= inctly the scope of

the repor.

THE .OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

The members' of the DAG cdnducted a careful review of recent

documents on dissemination and el'i&ited ideas and suggestions

through a questionnaire directed to-over 200 individuals and.,

egendies. Synthesizing these -inputs, the DAG identified

eleven opetatioparl-problems. The DAG regards these as a

necessary, but not sufficient, list: The level of problem

statement was chosen to focus attention .on prdblem areas.

Prec e modifications to resolve any specific instanCe of

' one of the,problems would need to marked out for that

case. While in different locations particular instances of

solutions to some of thee problems can be found, in general,

gr.

educational dissemination has theseeoperatjoaal problems.

After .each problem statement are a few examples

I. Target groups for dissemination-;(partiCu arly decis.idn-
makers) are not identified with.sufficiect precision.

4e. .. e
'Fat too often at the Federal level there is the routine

,

. .

Alflitributioh of one' (of anythim) to.eacn of fiftylseven
t, 4Ntskii

- 8 -

16
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-

4- SEAs; k.coupl
ito

RIC; one to each Lab and II AO)

. Center., . Far too:aften in other^parts of the soy'

one copy of something is sent" to the Superinte ent,

tp all pri to all department heads.

tem

7
2. The cont nt and form of much of what is dissemin ted

is -of r- atively poor quality.
4

With precise target grouRs,,that which is dissem-

inated is designed :f6r,...,the.general.recipient,

SPecific approaches to-particular groups are rate.

Furthermore, limited res$.4rAps and tight fundin
_

periods often make preparation of "disskinates" so

hurried that .careful design is imRessible.

3. The reliance on one-way and single- 'channel modes of
dissemination is not likely to achieve high impact.

Too often blanket dissemination througha single.

channel (mailings of brochures, for example) is

used instead of limited, focused dissemination
Tt

through several channels.

.

4.

4. The few mechanisms for prat itioner influence and
feedback to-assist educatio ; al dissemination are
eak and irregular.

Different organizations, agencis, andprograms have
,

cogsultants and advisors drawn fr user.'ranks :but

such mechanisms are rarely carefully,thought out.

There are occasional surveys of practitioners but

17
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they are ioo oiten very broad and general, Rare

the ca'reful follow -up evaluation of a dfsseminati

effort, and mechnisms for practitioner-initiated

influence on dissemination efforts are, for afl

ctical purposes, nonexiStenth .3)

5.i. -Few mechaniSm exist for shaOntg among peers, and
betwee-n; di fferen 'roues of,educational speciallists.

Teachers, and admintstrators have very 1 imited time

for meeting with.otherrsushaily a few professional

days for attending nearby wokshops and Conferences
1

and a' few hours at the end of a day. Travel funds

to visit other practitioners are severely,1 imited,

and often, administrators go when teachers Might

benefit more. Regular, meetings across district
.

lines are not common and are rarely carefully
. t..

planned, Even ,regular meetings betwtien schools in
.< .

a district are difficult to arrange. .

6. In spite of the enormous number and variety of edu-
cational programs and materials ins ex.istence, .rarely
are alternatives readily available to tioners.,

Assembling a large number of alternatives in a 'sin-

gle place is expensive and takes a skilled search-3'

team,' as 1 istings and addresses for obtaining copies

of possible alternatives!;-are difficult , obtairo.



f

More gftgn a user (or a ,curriculum committee ) is

left to examine the alternatives that haPpen to

have arrived.
4.4

4

7. Thepractical blocks that impede practitioner
access toe, the existing educational dissemihation.
systems are great.

Computer retdeval.systems often reguirgsspecial-

ized knowledge for access, as well as complex

advanced arrangements (e.g.,,a user-number). There e

are so many_different types,of dissemination sys.-
J

tems di'ffer,ent materials that it is

difficult to know which ones to tap. Repositories

for different types of materials are few, scattered,

and Tequire.timeankhelp to be easily used.

8. The incentives for practitioners to use the existing
dissemination systems are weak.

'SJ

`Schools have'rather strong disincentives for tnno-

`vation.4 More superintendents, principals, and

teachers haye been fired for innovating than for.

'not. Rarely is the-result of searching readily

.usable, ip a,teacher's particular situation, and

time for searching,.. or for making-tne necessary

adaptations must come out of/limited preparation

/time. -

4.



Evaluation information fotJ judging among relevant
alternatives is nsufficient.

. . ,

rt

t.% 'Much of what ispresently included in the dissemi-
A 0 la,

flatten sys t'eMs-js unevfluated. Ev en "diss,minates".
. .

. -

with evaluation information have generaily-only

:

11'14,,The availability to practitioners of lopally tail.Ored
'training, technical,assistance, and on-,User-site
consultation issinadequate.

Few personnel are committed by states-, intermediateN
agenci$ or local distsicts to providing or) -site

technical, assistance. Money fpr staff in a school

to.,,hire outside consultakts is vehy limited.

been tested sin-a limited fashion in a few places.

- And, basic infprmation%on alternatives is rarely

assemble tn a fashion to make comparisons and the

selection of ttie most apphopriate,:optionedsy.

Present dissemination systems neglect the encour-
''s,,agement and facilitation 'f local development,

adaptation, and'uniqde mixes of ideaslInd,materials=,
taken from a variety etf sources.

Most orthe existing dissem'ination systems are
rr N

designed for the 'delivery of Complete "disseminates".

Rarely Pare products plckaged to be broken apart,

Local adaptation and mix*ing NAAgas:and materials

take place by individual teachers, without assis-

tance, as they can find

'



Mechanisms to bring experienced Practitioners from

other sites are very rare.

Correcting the Operational Problems

eiti'dre',ate`-n 0610tiorIS to'.any of t4ese problems,.

action to overcome the problems can be taken. Th e DAG be-
,

1

, 'Heves, the problems ,fall Into ,three broad grolips:
T

,
,

.

.
.

1. Some have known SoYotion§»
, The ,vain problem.it fivmdinT

the personnel, resources,, and polifical.powr to imple-,
Illerit. the solutions." '(The 'DAG .suggests that problems
1, 2, 3, and 5 fall here.)

. G
.

, .
.

,2. Some have been stu00,,,s.Cifficiently,tó suggest approaches
' "With' a high probability-of success. In Many cases de- ,'

velopment of these exempiaTy approacheS 'isunderwv end,'
for some, successful demonstrations e isA. ', The task -is,
'to :extend, these successful models. ( he "DAG uggests i

that problems 4, 10,.and.11 fall here.) .I .

., .
,: ...

3. The remai nder; are merely in the conc tual stage, with
e much more research, development,,and earching for exelli-

.,, glary models required.. (Probably'pr ,oblems 6, 7, 8, n'd 4
-'9 f411 here.)

,
,

, \ ,

While successfully dealingith theelev m problems 'Must

4 a combined effort: of national,' state, I cal, and private,

dfsseminationeffots,-:the-DAG recogniz & that its recomm-
. .

en
,,

e
e --,dations could only be made officially ith respect to

Federal ,activities", at the national lev 1. 'HoweVer,'t6 en-,... .

. .

hancethe likelihood that its recomme dations*WouN help

brig about a broapr combined effor of Federal andnont
v.

-Federal diseminatUzin efforts; the D G'reviewed.,Federal

(- 1dissemination activities from two erspgctives: how focused

--z

sei

13 -
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th-e.y were on the'ele'ven probleMs, and whether theIederal
/

efforts appeared to encourage and enhapce the lqeliiiood of

combined national, state, local and priOate approahes to

their solution.

.Federal Dissemination Activities
in, Relation to the Problems

Federal activities in -disseMiriation are best disc-Lissed in

twm groups:

.
.

1. Dissemin'ation System Development'Activities=-those

explicitly designed,to ,improve'diSsemfnatiOnicapabilities
a

in aucatinn'nationally and to er'v;m6re than one
,=.

a

. Jr
Fede'rnabureau or' agrou0, such as the ctivities%bfothe,

Dissemination and Resources GroukDRG) of the Natibnal

Institute of Education,-([VIE), and fhe Project' Information

Packa -..(ZIP) and National PiffuSion Network (N,I5N).acti-
T--,... -.0

vities of VielIffillc'e of Education

Program-Related Dissemination Activities--those which

-are attached to same:operat-ing program, \

ureau, gro0

and serve to,disseminae information, fts vts, materi-

als, or knowledge related to orAerived fr m its Work,
,. ,..

/

.

such at the activities of the offices of pm lic and
c .

external affairs Within the Education Divis nt or the...

disseminatton_activities with he Bureau for the'

. gduEation,of the Handitapped (BEN).

- 14
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The findings' of the DAG's review are:

4

1/ Dissemination System Development Actiwittes

The DAG finds that the dissemination system development
f

activities are sensibleattempts,at the Federal-'level to
a .. . .

,..

s,tim4ate the_ solving or the implementing of solutions'r , \ .,
.

to most of the probleMt, at least o.a problem-by-problem

- 15 -

23

,basis. Since resources are severely limited, choices.
. /

tiave to be.made. The DAG finds.no need for massitve

reorganization or redirectiOn of these efforts.' Ther'e

are some difficulties of fragmentation and piecemeal

solutions which will be dealt With416ter.

The DAG recommends
ti

A careful mapping'of the present activities against
the list'of eleven problems. be carried out bythe'
personnel involved and adjustments made, if pbssible,
to fill any gaps.

As additional(re'sources bkorie available for dissemi.
nation,'some be targeted on the gaps to provtdea
balanced and coordinated Federal effqrt,to deal with
the problems.

-

2. Program-Related Dissemination Activifies,

The.DAG finds. that those dissemination activities at- ------ ,

--'

.

. . A
tache ,o perating pi-ograms are in many cases exemplary

.
.. .

,
.

models-deserving much wider .use (for example,.the han-
, ..........t.,
r ,.

Aling of-.special media by BEH). On the othp 'hand; the ,

, 6****** ..

DAG is distressed by the proliferdtion,of rtetworks,
,,- \ .

4



o 4--

. . 4/.

centers, and different ,(and often conflicting') regula-
,

tions and guidelines from the differerit,operating,
,

.

programs. As each #eparately funded group does-its own

thing in disseminitiontheamount of confusion among
: -.: ,. .. .

,

sers, redundincy;\lnd Preinventing-of=the-wheel" is ,
. . .

. . , 0 A.
.

substantial. The DAG could find only rare and isolated'

tances-of comm,unictiod between these operating pro;
.,

.

gr s and thoe groups engaged'inthe'Rissemination

,

System Development activities., There. appeared to 64 no. .. ,- .
. . .

. .**
.

. -grge9

izedmay for the groups engaged' in the Dissemination._. .

4
System Development activities-p assist in spreading

more broadlytheeffect4ve models developed by Operating

programs, or to inquence their activities so they'-would

link together into a coherent-nationWide system.

'The -DAG, therefore, recommends:,

. The grdups engaged in Dissemination System Development
be charged with examining for possible, wider fuse the
workable dissemination approaches that have been

.- develeped in Ahe operating programs.

. The groups engagedin Dissemination System Development
be charged withproviding..(and developing-the capacity
to provide) -techdlcal assistance to operating programs.
,S6 that their dissemination-activities fit into a

: nationwide dissemination system.

Federal Dissemination Activities in Relation to
Encouraging Combined National , State, Local an
Private Dissemjnation Activities

S

The DAG finds that very few of fire existing dissemination

actiities encourage the kinds of combinations of existing

A

- 16 -
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networks 'and capabilities that it believes are essential to.,,
t , .

. the solution of the eleven problems. Rather, the different

bureaus.nd groups maintain separate dissemination efforts,
. . ,Is' ,

.

'. and even within the groups-engaged in Dissemination System

Development activities,"the problems are addessed mostly

in a ,Piecemeiar fashion.:
.--

,

The DAG commends -r efforts to provide money for plan-

ning (e.g., the state capacity-bluilding-grants; the limited
4-N,',.competition among Labs sand Centers for an R & p Dissemination

and Feedforward System). Vtowever, the DAG is concerned that

there not be the development of competing Federally-funded
4.,networks in' a state. While limitations of funding an poll --,'

'
A

__.

tical e>,igencies have shaped ehepresent multi -rocentered
a

. - (

strategy, PleDAG believes that steps should betaken imme-
.

diately to see that such planning efforts strengthen each
'-

'

other, rather thamcompete.

'/-

The DAG thus has focused its recommendations on steps to be

taken to increase thit "fit" between the many different,

ongoing activities at the Federal level, and on bringing

/about a complementarity betWeen Federal activities'and the

numerous discrete developments, that states, local districts,

and-private groppshare ndertaking to improve their dissemi-

nation efforts.
,

aZ.

The remainder of the report is focused 'on such steps, The
. \

.\

DAG believes that in lxght of the rapid increase of funds.

*ir



4r,

/ "going into disseminafion and ,the long- range' implications of

)
many 'of tke dissemintion developments presently being

. -

funded at various levels`, coordination and long range plan= ;

,ning
A

are now a mint. Increased coordination now can not

ohly assist in eliminating some overlap and increaOng the
-

sytler4y befAen SimilAr activities presently conducted almost

in isolation, it can insure that present Federal. efforts
. %.

will.combineOth other= national effort', and state and .

)otal efforts some yeats hence, to complement:each other and

interrelate, effectively,

1,.CREAtING- A NAT-04WIDE SYSTEM,
3."

More than dealing with each problem independently, correcting
,

the problems nationwide involves working with, adjusting,

and interlinking the many existing dissemination activities

and systems, coordinating them,:.ard in a few cases creating

new system elements. Unfortunately few'mechanisms exist to

bring aboutsuch overeehing coordinatiop, and several

.weaknesses in the nationwide dissemination capacity make

overall cOordinAtion extremely difficult.

The DAG identified seven steps that It feels must be taken

on a'nationviide basis't6.eliMinate these general weaknesses

in the exiSting dissemination efforts.

18
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These' steps are:

I. Establish consistent definitions of dissemination
in law and in practice.

2. Establish planning mechanisms at the`Federal,
national, regionW, state, and sub-state levels.

3. Establish admini'stratiA mechanisms'at the Federal,
national, regional, state,-and sub-state levels.

4.. Initiate widespread training programs.

5. Improve research, developmatvevaluation, and the
collection of desc.riftive,tdata:,

'6. Increase financial resource6W, dissemination, and
provide for flexibility of,use.

7. Develop a shared nationwide vision of a comprehen-
sive educational dissemination system.

The DAG recognized that Federal efforts alone 'cannot correct

these weaknesses, and yet itlhad no authority to make recom-

Mendations at other than the Federal level. To enhabce the

likelihood of brVad recognition of the need,for these steps,

the, next portion of the report explains each need' in more

detail. N,later section focuses on the Federal role in

achieving-these steps.

Establish Consistent Definitions of Dis.seminatio6,
in Law and in Practice.

Federal, state, and local governmental agencies and

instit'utiolos share responsibilities for publicedUcation.

Lack Of consistent definitions'of dissemination have

Veen an of the major stumbling blocks in establishing

a clear unddrstariding of wilateach educational partner

o

- 19. -
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should do in generating commitment to appeoprate

roles and relationsiltpi,in accepting leadership, pro-.

yiding technical assistance, and in assecithling financial.

support for imp'roring educational dissemination.

Lack of consistent definitions makes plann4ng and ad-
,

ministe'r'ing dissemination doubly difficult. Not only is

there disagreement about what constitutes an appropriate

level of disseminatioti activity by different agencies

and programs, rack of consistent definitions even inhi-

bits collecting accurate information abput what is being

done.

Accountability and incentives are almost impossible to

establish. Untli'ehere.are consistent definitions, there

w ill continud to *-fragmeritation, duplication, and

major gapsdn disseminatiOn serviCes:

Establish planning Mechanisms'
v,

A Dtsseminatiorhas,to this poiLt, been left to each organi-
.

zation, contractor,.or group to manage on its own. But

to bring about the needed jn'terlinking and complementarity

of the existing systeMi, various planntn'g'bodies will be
. .

meeded'at national, regional, state,, sub-state, and

local levels. Thesewill probably. be-ad hoc Consortia..

4

2 2a -.
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3. Establish Administrative Mechanisms

.

For any integration or coordination-at any level of the

.;

-'-presently separate dissemination systems, some adminis-

trative mechanisms will -be needed at the Federal, national,

regional, state, sub-state and local levels. Their nature

should vary depending on the particular mix of functions,

allocations of these functions to different dissemination

agengls, and the amount of coordination needed, but in

order to'bring about a nationwide'system, .administrative

mechanisms will be needed.

4. Initiate Widespread-Training Programs A.

Any major effort toimprove educational dissemination

will require special provisibns for training and upgrad-

ing personnel. No syStem can function without 'Del:01e

who are,:'eognizant of the requirements ,of the;_ system and

trained to provide services necessary for its functioning.

Yet little is found in either the pi:e-servicear in-

service training of-teachers to enable them to/be bei'ter,

u-s-e-rsart-d4-h-e---rrurrrber-n-f-tra-i-n-ttig or academic' programs.

't

With a"major concentration on dissemination are few.__ft*

0-

A comprehensive dissemination systeffi,will require people

,knowledgeable about:

management and execution of information storage and
retrieval-procedures. .

- 21
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. establishment of standards fo'r the determination of
the quality required of material to be included in a
systm..

. 'reaching out to establish an awareness of the servi-
ces the system Can provide and-devieloping a desire on
the part of clients to use it.:

assisting clients in defining their needs.

. assisting clients in comparing, interpreting, and
using knowledge:

arranging.fo'r contact and assistance between clients
and specialists (brokering)'. =

. assisting clients on-site in overcoming practical
problems of implementation of a program.

Both conceptual background and sae supervised skill

.development are necessary for full performance.

Improve Research, Development,-Evaluation and the
Collection of Descriptive ,Data

While kIE has recently taken substantial steps to gather

descriptive data, planning for dissemination is handi-'

capped severely by the meager amount',of even basic

descriptive Anformation prbsently available,,such ks

which agencies spend hoW much money doing what' kinds of

dissemination-work. Research,-Developmeat, and

Evaluation D, and E) on dissemination are simila ofrA r

inadequate for any viajor effort teattack the_eleVtn

operational problems.

- 22
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6. Increase Financial Resources and Provide
for Flexibility of Use

":""--

..

Insufficiency of resources for dissemination has plagued

41t,
the field for decades. .Since dissemination has only

very recently been seen as a central function of educa-

tional improvement,, budget and planningiactivities

I.

throughout the educational establishment have contin'uall'y

subordinated.dissemiffation to some other activity more

consistent with the traditional purpose of the institu-
,

tion or group. Indeed, until recently, Federal contract

officers have often resisted the use of any funds for

dissemination.

Inability to flexibly use resources is a similar problem.

At the Federal level all disseThination resources,are
.1 '

Controlled at the bureau and program level, so none is

available (except in special cases) for general use.

When states seAk to use(theirFederal dissemination

resource's flexibly to provide the coordination necessary

for comprehensive educational dissemination services,

they discover that legal constraints and program ..guide-

lines severely limit their ability to use resources

from one Federal source in a general fashion. Often the

funds can be use& only for -c14-IrTi-g'-who were explicitly

quAl,ifiedto benefit from the original program.

- 23 -
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11.

7. Develoe a Shared Nationwide Visionof a Comprehensive,
Educational Dissemination System

.In order to bring together the various dissemination

networks and activities over time; a long-:range vision

of the future is needed. This vision should lay out as

. cleerly as possible what degrees of autonomy and patte.nns
4

of coordination ought to be sought optimally at national,
,. , ,r,_

regional, state,.sub-state, and lo al levels; what agen
d\\

cies and organizations ought to have which roles;,wpat

types of networkS or interorganizational relationships `,'

, are needed; the nature of the skills the personnel must

possess; thweeded materials; needed financiaJ support;

management and coordinationvecharOsms required; and the

process-es by Which the visionary solutii would operate:

.1

A POSSIBLE VISION

Visiot of the future are extremel valuable as conceptual __I-

organizers if they are not take liil'td.4ylly. The vision

presented-here is the oe the DAG eveRipally came to, and
.

,

t

much of the rest of the paper speaks' from this image. While
.

,,,,e,

its insertion at this point-
.
is lfesig,ned to provide,a gestalt

, -

_

for understanding the following5pecifics, there are alter-
,.

native visions and many boisible variations this one.
. , ,

This future vision is "directed to imerbviA dissemination
y . .

to practioners in elementary andsetOndarypublic,schools,.)

- 24 -
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consistent with the overall limitations of this report. The

vision deals with,three levels: the state, the region, and

the tation.

In the hiri-( vi§ion, thvpugh an ad.hoc planning pimp-of all

`the agencies within the state, public and private, that

in educational dtsseMination, each state would create
*

its own comprehensive and' coordinated ,state disseqination

system, voluntarily, meeting certain criteria and specifica-

tions established cooperatively with Federal leadership so

that it sis compatible with similar systems in 'other states,

but designed and managed in)a fashion that is uniquely re-

sponsive 4 the particular conditions in the state.

The intent of building an interreTated state disseilinat$0n*I...

system would be to more effectively-assist practitioters in

improving education at the local level. This would be.dpne'

by giving thpractitioner increased access to information'',
'

x . _

to materials, to 'assistanee and-most importantly to increased

-control over the way ja.whichthese impact the life of the '

1

sch6o1,,

. .

Given ,Aheir, le01 responsibilities, State Departments of

Educatitin would be expected to pilay the lead role in con-

vening the ad hoc planning groups. In each state system as

clearand complementary a role as possible would be estab- .,
,

...,,,..- . . .

. .

1 isJle-dfoe-a1,3 existing public and private agencies engaged

'in educational dissemination, including but not limited to,:_.

- 25 :
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the state department of education;colleges and universities;

local and intermediate education 'districts; no-public edu-

cation systems; R & D laboratories JT.other contracting

agencies; publishers; and educational associations -at all

levels.

Insofar as_possible, each state system would build on exist-

ing strengths'and established ac iVities of the groups and

agencies involved.

Financial support would be guaranteed through set-alides of

Federal and state funds, tax assessments; and user charges

where appropriate. Each state system would set up ways to

pool flexibly some pfrti,pn of the money from each, of the

member agencies to manage and coordinate the system, and to

fill gaps in the system wherever there was the most need.

IrejSafeguards would be 'established to protect LEA control o r

the dissemination resources designed to serve the LEAs, and

to protect the interests of any targeted grouy (e.g., the

handicapped, Native Americans, Spanish-speakin6)if resources
/

intended for them were incorporated into, the, state 4stem.
,

Careful attention would be given to each of the eleven prob-

lems, all four levels of the'definition of disseminatfon,

and the-full range
t
of "disseminate -Target ,9romps, of

various tyres, particqlarly decis-ion-makgrs, would be

identified- and the lts-tinrgrsrergrui-arfiyTrOated.. Expertise

- 26 -.
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a.nd assistance in the design df ':disseminates," and the

planning,ofeffectiVe strategies would be Provided: Regular

needs-sensing,Jeedforward, and feedback mechanisms would

provide for the 'continued monitoring and improvement of on-

-going dissemination activities.' Regular, travel amo.ng peers

to obs'erve exemplary activities and.to'share exjeriences

would be encouraged and might even be

assistance centers.

4

Assistance.inshoice and implementation would be eetily

available to every LEA in the state through some.fPrth of

These centers would be established thrpugh ad hoc planning .

,g1;'ou.ps at the sub-state -level (or designated if something

like them--teachers centers, intermediate education districts,

curriculumClibraries, resource' centers -- already exist)-, with

basic support from state and Toc&A,funds, sheltered from per -

forming regulatory functions; and staffed to provide assisr

tance of eyery type. For example, assistance might be
/

provided,in varching,,in making (or making available) com-t
, .

parative evaluations of, potentially useful materials, and
..,

/ . .

program , in serving as a broker betwegn'an LEA and outside
. . .,

consult :is or exemplary sites where a newwo.gram migt
.1k

ht
...

mo ,
. -

be observed; in providing or arranging.for needed- trAining
,:,

programs on the-'LEA site or at some other lo6ation; in :

maintaining I rei rce collection; .fn maintaining exfensAv.e

outreach and involvement prOgrams; and jn.encouragng local

- .27 -
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J

development qnd local prObdelilksolving by arranging for

organizational development hecialists or other forms..of on
.

site,tpchnical assistance when desired.

In conjunction with, regional and Rational eff$rts, each state

system would have available a substantial R, D,zand'E%cgpa-

bility, focused on iMproxnv44e system, and training

programs' for.the as-sistance center personnel to insure the

regular updating,of their familiarity with new eesources.

which might be appropri.ate to an LEA's needs.

At the 'regional (multi-state) level again, an ad hoc planbing.
. .

group' made tip of agencies with i regional focus, such as .the

OE (or Education Division) regional offices, regional labora

tories and-R & D Centers, major universities, larger ,

publiShers, some professional associationomt.plelVate,
\

contractors, and, of course, representatives from-the states
.

in the region would design appropriate interstate disemint-'

tion mechanisms for xchanges, meetings,:large-scale

and E,and associated raining.

At the national level non-Federal'agendies with national
A .fit

dissemination concerns Would. work with a Federalinvislon-

wide Dissemination. Policy Council (DPC)., The DPC, would

coordinate Federal educational dissemination activities-to

encourage and support the nationwide disemihation system.

.--A ata collect4on and policy developeeptcapability, bd9t

on .the data each state and region provides, would' map. out

0,
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so

o
the direction of, longer -range improvements. The dissemina-

tion programs at the Federal level would support various

forms of.research, development, :experimentation, and deMb-n,

stration of new approaches to dissemination.- Certain -. ,
- capacitieS,,such as ERIC system, which demand massive

resources and.are disfunctional if broken up, would be run
. ,

national/ ly.' Individual buriTaus and programs at the Federal

-level would continue to havedissemina'tion pesponssibility
\\

for their own information and products, but they would' dis-,

seminate these through the nationwide system, their resources

thus going to the enhancement of the system.

Major educational activities funded nationally7which are

-administered-at the. S'EA level would 'support the dissemination

system in each state through providing' some percentage of

funds for dissemination, and through allowitg.flexible use

of some portion of. these funds.

.
.

4
...

3.

OE (or EducatfOn- Divisibn),region41 offices would. ila've the
A .

,

.

responsibility for serving as s-a generIM source of materials,
, 4

information, and technical assistance on all flow-through

:Federal programs, and for providing, technical assistance to

the SEAs with resrreiqkt to the use of flexible financial

support.

-

Finally, each state and region would est414sh its own pro-

cddures-for encouraging, recognizing itszd "Oackaging".pxemplary
..

4,

"practices in i.ts own state "or region for export t \okher
k..

,
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parts of the state and nation. Insofar as possible a

t'readth of user-relevant documentation and evaluation data

ould be included.

Ditferent states and regions would structure their systems

differently. For example, some states would have the SEA

administer the state system;* others would contract out this

responsibility to a 'university, regional laboratory, or other

organization. S.Ome might have the estate establish separate

intermediate or sub-state agencies to prOvide assistance to

local districts; others might allocate this function to

colleges-of education,c,larger local districts,rivatp con-

tractors, or home combination of these. Some regions would

have regional laboratories.coordinate the multi"-state

functions; others would have major universities: or same

other agency perform these functions. The key.to crewing'
. ,.,

. ,

.
.

a.nationwide system is tos.allow maximum 'flexibility within
4

whateve constraints are necess ry to pr

of all of the parts.

vide compatibility

...

The princip61 charactristics of this vision are:.

... , 4

.

.....)

t 1. Ad hoc planninggrENps involving all of the relevant

ogencies atthe national level, Federal level, regional

level, state level,:sub-state level and local level would
-ez-

be charged with planning an integrated dissemination

system to` serve lEAs.

1
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?. At each level of -the syste4plans would
7
be,made.tor

identification, quality cotro, storage:4iransformation,

. ,

and access to "disseminates" by pra"ctitioners'.

3. State systems of educational dissemination, each uniquely

structured for a state's needs-, would constitute the

core cif a nationwide'disseMination system.

4. National interest group dissemination systems- (e.g.;

publishers, professional asspciaiions,,CEDaR, Council

of Greateiy Schools, EPIE, colleges of teacher educa-

tion, libraries,/etc.) would maintain their separate

character, but would participate ill state and regional

planning efforts and d+tail with the various state

systems- in suitable ways.

. a

5. The.Federal-Aovernment would provide leadership and
r

,-

'resources for planning and bringing aboOt the nation-
,

wide system. It would operationally maintain certain

portions of the nationwide system. (for example, ERIC),

and through research, development, and evaluation pro-
.

.-.

jects encouragi improvements in the system..

-'6 Regional ag)cies (e.g., OE (or Education Division)

region'ab offices, labs, and centers, larger universi-

ties, ,etc...) would establish, and maintain multistate,.
*

-..,

dissemination.actMties, .complementary to,state Idisemi-
.

nation activities.

- 31 -
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8

7. Within each state dissemination services would be,pro-

5

/

vided through..intermediate service units to all districts

toci small to be their own service unit.

8 Training programs to turn practitioners into effective

users, and to prepar)e dissemination specialists would.

be greatly increased, through incorporating training
vir

within existing teacher tr4iming curricula and providing

on-the-job training, special institutes,

and degree programs for,specialists. * -

9. Federal, tatei local,.and#other agency ids would pro-
-, .

vide support for thaicoordinated Tystem, through specific

allocaions, charges.. for use, and,set-Wdes:

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN THE CREATION"
OF A NATIONWIDE SYSTEM

As was indicated earlier, On problem7by-problem basis

44

0

thedissemination activities of groups engaged in Dissemina-

tion System Developmpnt activities cannot be"greatly faulted. .

0'

Each of the eleven oper,ationaligroblems is, in.vArying degree,-
% . .. _

the object of some research, deyelopment,;or..-demon.stratiek
,

.,effort. . ,

.It is with,retpect to bringing about the 'necessary coopera-.

time action among'the various, adOrs that. Federal efforts
*

are weakest. While the Federal government cannot by itself ;)

correct 4any-of the weaknesses that presently make overall

- 32 -
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Coordination and "fit" of dissemination activities very

,tfifficult;7it can, through leadership, support, arid the

oereful ailjustment.of Federal activities ,in dissemination,

do much to bring about titcc.orrection of the weaknesses.

The DAG recommends the following Federal actions toward

,correcting the weaknesses:

1. Establish Consistent Definitions of Disseminatio'n
. ,in Law and in Practice

.

- a ,

. This is -onvoarea in which FedeIral action could very
-

nearly solve the, problem nationwide. If/the Federal

government adopteid, consistent definitions of dissemina-

,. tion 'for each program and relevant piece of legislation,

and established appropriate le8els of activ,ity (based

on the conceptual definition in this report) for each

program and relevant statutory authority, chances are

high that stases and regions "would also adopt consis-
t

tent definitions, and share the same conceptions Of the

prpcesses that the definitions label.

To establish consisten definitions of dissemination,

the DAG recommends:

. Inciirporating the comprehensive conceptual defini-
of this report into the general laWigovening .Education Division activity, i.e., into the General

Education Provisions Act \(GEPA).

. Employing consensus building processes to develop
7consistent but approprtate specific definitions for
each relevant Federal law, set of regulatiorks, and
program guidelines.

- 33--
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. Tak ing steps' to bring about the general use-of the'
general 'conceptual definition, and the specific
applications of the definition to particular legis-
lative authorities.

Possible steps. to consensus bUAlding are:

. .Hold working conferenc es involving 'constituents from
all groups affected by a piece of legi'slation, to
develop an appftpriate specific defiitione(mix of
levels and activities) for each relevant law.

. Publish such specific definitions and invite inter-
eSted parties to criticize them.

. Hold "hearings" to receive suggestions, or objections
4 to, any proposed definition.

Possible steps to bring about general use of the'colisis-

tent definitions are:

. Require dissemination planning at the Federal level
to be organized according to the general'conceptual
definition.,

. Train program officers to use the general conceptual
'definition as a reference point in interactions with

. regions, states, contractors, and others about:dis-
semination. 4

Identify instances in which ongoing dissemination
,

activities do not appear consistent with the defini-
tion, and provide technical assistance to move 'toward
consistency.

2. Establish Planning Mechanisms

While the federal gOvernment does not presently have

sVfficient resources to suppciT.t'the needed planning

mechanisms, existing planning -hinds could be used in a,

more coordinated fashion. They could, also be used more as

O
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an ihducement than at present to generate the needed

additional planning resoprces-from state and local

sources.

The DAG recommends, therefore, that

ment:

. Initiate efforts to create ad /ho

Federal govern-

planning groups at
the national, regional; state, a d sub-state levels,
consisting of representatives of all the agencies
presently engaged in educatioaal dissemination.

. Provide initial resources to de elop plans for the
state and regionaT,components of a nationwide dissemi-
nation system.

Provide incentives for state aid local resources to
support the planning efforts.

Possible approaches are:

I1

r

. General gr;nts for the creation of planning groups at
each level. fl

. ;Specific grants or contracts laying out the nature
of the planning group and the criteria a plan must
meet.

. Incentives so that if regions, states, or intermediate
districts develop a dissemination system which cre-

.. atively meets the area's needs and the requirements
of a nationwide system, special benefits result.

. Matching -grant incentives so that Federal planning,
support is contingent on a certain amount of state
and local support.,

Z.' Establish Administrative Mechanisms

If administrative mechanisms existed now at the national,

regional; state and sub-state levels, many of the

- 35-
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recommendations of this repot.'

implemented'.

couldbe more easily,

The DAG therefore recommends' that the Federal government

initiate efforts to:

I.

. Induce the development ofladdinistrative mechanisms
which can 'handle the coordination requirements of
the national, regional, state, and sub-state compo-
nents of the nationwide systdm.

Possible inducement mechanisms are:

Reorganize the management of dissemination at the
, Federal leftl so that administrative mechanisms for

coordination at regional, state and sub-state levels
would be administratively efficient and effective.

f

. Revise Federal guidelines and egulations tb permit
flexible use of some portion of the dissemination
resources if an adequate administrdtive mechanism

'exists.

A

. Change the laws and regulaticins.to require adminis-
trative coordination of the various dissemination
activities.

O

4.' Initiate Widespread Training Programs

Training programs are expensive and yet in other fields

Federal sepport for training indtic large secondary

contributions of resources from states, and stimulated

enormous growth. Thgrefore,,bec-ause of the time lag -

before graduates' are turned out by any training program-.

(which becomes substantial in de*OopIng highly trained

specialists); and because of the'special importance of

- 36 -
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training as a 'catalyst to fUrther activity, the DAG'

recommends that:

4Wt

. The Federal government initiate efforts to substan-
tially increase the number of trained dissemination
personnel.

Possible steps toy accomplish this are:

. Establish short-term workshops and tuition grants.

. Encourage the establishing of University specialties
in distemination'through providing training grants,,
scholarships, and loans, particularly field-based or
competency-based degree programs.

Equally important is training for practitioners to

become more enlightened and effective users of dissemina-

tion services. The DAG recommends:

. The Federal government initiate widespread user
training programs in dissemination.

Possible steps to accomplish this are:

. Encourage_such training prograMs through teacher
icenters or teacher assistance centers.

. Provide materials for inclusion in'regular training
programs for teachers, particularly for those'prp-
grams for supervisors or others ,e/sirning to upg' de
skills.

Improve Research, Development, Evaluation and the
Collection of Descriptive Data --

This area is one that the DAG feels is most appropriately

supported by the Federal governrint. Yet, at present,

- 37 -
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,/
,

. the ,resources are not adequate. Neverttieless,,even, .

.

. though these' recommendations imply vastly increased.

resources and possibly new legislation, the DAG recom-

mendsthet:

. The level of research activity in educational dissemi -''
nation be increased su tially and organized into

'a coherent agenda so that he results are cumulative.
.

. The leyel of development in disseMination be increased
and focused on the .reqirements of .creating a nation-
wide system.

. Evaluation of.dissemination'eftorts be part of all
significant dissemination 'contracts. In particular,
experiments should be undertaken to improve the
qUality of evaluation information on materia.ls and

aprodu4cts.,

. The - gathering of basic crescriptilie-data on agency
land individual involvement in dissemination .be
diately undertaken, and aggregated to guide policy
makers at the local, sub--state, state,
national. levels.

Possible steps for achieving these are:

. . \
. Initiate capacity-bu41ding programs for agencies pre-

sently engaged in research, evaluation, or development
of dissemination.

.. engage in consensus-building activities and prepare
'.a more- or- less.,directive set, of RFPs on the results.

. 'Undertake comprehensive reviews of the status of R,
4 D, and E on dissemination and prepare RFPs on what

appear, to be obvious gaps.

. Provide direct .grants for R, D, or E on dissemination
to practitioners and practice-oriented agencies'.

. 0 Support,planned variation, field-based tests of
strategies' and tactics df dissemination.
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. Designate (or create if necessary) national research
centers for R, D, on E on dissemination, or one which
covers all three areas.

. Establish in the Education Division a capicity for
census-taking and institutional research on dissemi-
nation.

. 6. Increase -Financial Resources and Provide for
FlOcibility of Use .

While Federal resources alone are insufficient, there

is no excuse for Federal dissemination activities not to

be models for state and local emulation. The'DAG there -..'

fore recommends that

Explicit allocaionsf Federal resources to dissemis
nation bp established ill all appropriate Federal
programs,

. Provision\be.made for the flexible use orsome portiop
of such resources at the Federal, regional, state,
and'sub.-state levels. '

,Legislation be prepared toauthori2e'and appropriate .

`fu'nds for increased R, D, and f activity, and in-
creased training for dissemination..

'Possible,steps.for achieving these recommendations are)

fl

Require as a matter of Education Division policy
. that_each program set ,aside some portion-bf its

. resources for dissemination. (unless obviously'inap-
'propriate) and, given the four-level definition of
dissemination, that the amount be consistent with -

the kind of dissemination activities appropriate to
the work of the program. b

Of the dissemination resources set aside, explicitly
permit some percentage of it to be used flexibly try

'agencies and institutions at the Federal, national,
regional, state, and sub state levels for coordina-
tio and nd administratio4. /

/.\\
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. Revise the laws and Tegulations, particularly thase
-

involving flow-through funds. to establish perCeutage
set-asides for dissemination and administrative
coordination at the Federal, regional, state, and
possibly sub-state levels.

7. Develop a Shared Nationwide Vision of a Comprehensive .

Educational Dissemination System

Federal leadership in developing the sharedIsion is

,absolutely essential. The DAG therefore recommentls that:
t,

. The Federal "government initiate efforts to\develop a

-shared vision of what a comprehensive, nationwide
'dissemination system would entail. ,

,

As with establishing the definition of dissemination,

there are both consensus.lbuilding activities and kit,

proaches to getting' this consensus vision widely used.

'Possible gteps to bUifdinb a future vision area

. Hold working conferences involving representatives
from therelevant agencies to develop a vision.

. Publish the vision included in this report and invite
interested parties to, critique tt.

. Hold "hearings" to receive suggestions, or objections,
to the proposed vision:,

.

Possible steeps to bringing about-general use of the

vision are:

. Promote the consensus vision as,a,desirable goal.

. DeriVe guide'line5 from the vision to serve as a
framework for regional, state, and subrstate plans.

- 40 -
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. Incorporate the vision andethe guidelines into.
policy and management of dissemination at the

so Federal level,

. .

Incorporate the vision and the guidelines'into laws
and regulations governing expenditures for dissemt-
nation.

MANAGEMENT OF DISSEMINATION
AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL

The thrust of this report is that the appropriate role of

the Federal government in dissemination is to strengthen and

support existing agencies through leade.rship, development

and demonstration programs, and'research'and evaluation,

Given the limited resources, the DAG also finds little

fault with the activities of the Dissemination System

\Development programs ad essiqg the operational problems
6P

of disseMination on e,dne-by-one basis_ Thus,. 41e manage-

ment recommendations are'focused-on the needed planning

and coordination functions at the Federal level to insure

that the separate,activities fit into a-compfahensive system.

..Since the Joint Dissemination Review Panel, .(JD,RP) is already
-:

-operating and' uses the DPC to set _policy or reso-Tle policy

disputes, the .DAG did not specifically.make recommendatebns

.0ith 1-espect tb its functioning. It should continue to

function the Nay it does. In many ways, it is a model for

joint 0E-NIE activities, and the DAG R, visions the propAed

Dissemination Yrogram Managers' Panel (seethe first recom-

. mendation below) operating in -.a similar fashion. The

-41 -
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did consider calling for states apd regioksto establish

JDRP-like quality control mechanisms, and rejected the

recommendation as too spedific. Rather, it called for

states and regions to provide "a .breadth of user-relevant

documentation and evaldation data" to accompany any "dissemir-.:4

nate.",anti left it to t,he.states and regions to determine,

the nature of the mechanism.

ors

The DAG has' five major recorlimendats:

1. Create -a Comprehensive.PlanPing and Policy
Setting Capacity for Dissemination

The DAG recommends that immediate steps,be taken to:

Es-tallysh ,a-p,lanhingand poltcyisetting Capability
irj dissemination that ts..genuiWy.Diy!i

ision-wide.

2% f 0 . ,-

. Off ' - , , ,_ 4-- ,

.3' ''
I, , - : t

such poicylets inatqoUanAqilan6j-ng wolltd need to
":,: 142,

=address paragemen% fund ion's TeA.g.., Otability.; -

4°, .

. *

resource allocation,
,

coordiNat*in4) a iteil: Wthos ..

...
,41. r ctr.

necessary conditions for adequjate ss4JOisnatAP

(e.g., adequacy of resources, re ~ear deV'elopment
21'-' v.,

,, .

and evaluation, financial suppo t, persOko ei). .

Of the possible options for accomplishing this, the-

DAG recommends

...,

. ,

. The.constitution of the Rissemination -Policy Council'
as a rmirmanent body, with a s"mallIstaff and budget, _.-s

to set Divisj6n-wide polity and to Gobrdinate dig,-
Semioatidn planning- efforts.

-*
,.:
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. The creation of a dissemination program manager's'-
panel (managers of all progoms in OE and NIE which
have dissemination authority to:

. Bring up dissemination olicy issues for resolu-
tion by the Disseminati n Policy Council.

. work oloperational details in implementing''N
Division wide dissemination policy.

-I-

2. Create. a CoMmunicatioh System. for Sharing
Information Among the Manx Individuals And
Units Engaged in Dissemination

.'The'DAG recommends that

I

440

. A communication system lo'r sharing information
Division-wide be createdinternally.

o A system for clear communication wiii clients and
the Congress,be established.

The Division's client's pr4sently receive fragmented and

sometimes contradictory messages regarding dissemination

activities required,of them. Great difficulty is en-

countered in finding information or obtaining. regul4r

mgilings. Congrjess is unaware of the barriers and

frustration it has created in the multiple and overlap-

ping dissemination mandates established in law.

4irk

'Possible steps for establishing these communication

systems are:

. Have each program conductinig diejninatton activities
contribute information or,a regularly updated com-
pendium document describing such activities'to
.central file.

,
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; Establish a so gle telephone number (possibly an 800.
Rumber) as a p int of contact for anyone seeking in
formation from the,Education Division.

3.. Create a Mechanism for Providing Administrative
.

'Directiqm and Coordination to Dissemination Activities

The IkAG recommends:'

A

. The immediate creation of10 simple administrative
mechanism to determine the "fit", between TIlans and
activities in dissemination ea'rid,:b.verall Division
disslemination pone,.

Of the possible options Ur achieving this, 44e DAG

recommends that the administrative mechanism be:

.

. The small staff attached to the Dis4eminatiori Policy
Council.

Given the administrtive complications caused by the

time-lag t hat is inevitable if the,administratiye

mechanism conducts prior, review,and signs off on formal

dissemination plans, the DAG recommends:

The establishment of a "post-implementation"review
as the administrative procedure. This would involve
the clear communication to all units engaged in
dissemination of Division-wide policy and the criteria
by which activities mill be judged;. periodic reviews ,

of each unit's activities; and` the provision of
technical support.to assist program per'sonnel in
dealing-with activities whicX are not consistent
with established policy.

..-

The DAG further recomMends 'that:

44 -
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The staff to the Dissemination Policy- Council organ-
ize the,post-implementation reviews on a regular,
rotating baS'is.

. Resources be allocated so that the persOnnel-ln the"
Dissemination System Development groups provide any
needed technical assistance to other progrdins.

4. Reduce the Leal Fragmentation, the Duplication., and
a

the Uneven Allocation of Resources to Dissemination
Among the Units Charged with Its Conduct

'~Although the DAG was aware of the org'anizational problems

in bringing about effective edUcatiohal. dissemination,

and indeed made its recommendations to deal with most of

'these,-it has not specifically recommended any orgeniza-

. tional changes, The DAG believes strongly that the

central problems of dissemination are not rooted in

organizational difficulties and will not be appreciably

'overcome by reorganization or clarifiCation ofmnturf"

boundaries.

Nevserthel=ess, the DAG does recommend that:

. During the six-montk organizational study mandated
by Cosigress,.a .contracted management review of dis-
semination be conducted to recommend organizational
adjustments to dissemination activities consistent
with the rest of this report. -

Although it is not possible, without such a study, to

. preditt which alternatives might reduce the organiza:

tional difficulties, two possible illustrations are:

. The drawing together, into the same administrative
unit in OE of all discretionary programs- supporting

- 45
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innovation in elempntary.41 secondary schOolS, so
as to take advantage' of the possibility of increased

,:,effectiveness in their working together.

The creation ofsomethimg like an ele entary and
secondary FIRSE (Fund for the Impro ment of Post-
se,condary Education); that is, ch gin9 the legisla--
tion so that there is a,general program within OE or.
.NIE to support innovation in elementary and secondary
schools.

5., Prepare Legislative'Proposals to Develop
Critical Portions of.the Nationwide System

110

To this point, the report has concentrated deliberately

on those, chamges whiCh can, for the most part, be accom-
.

plished without new legislation. However, it is not

the intentof the'report to suggest that new legislation

ry is. not appropriate, nor that- it would not enhalce the

likelihood of successin creating aSnationwide dissemina-
.

tion system,

The'DAG. recommends that new legislation be_developed in

.four key areas' Three were mentioned ,in previous sec-

tions:

2

To incorporate the general conceptual deetnition of dis-
semination in this report into the (;EPA, and appropriate
specific definit4ons into other relevant authorities.

To provide much more support for research, development,
'.and evaluation dissemination.

. To create, training programs in dissemination.

. -

V..
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The fdurth is:

To encourage and s'upport the establishment of sub-
state service agencies (or the improvement of ones
that already exist) tbrprovide the dissemination link
to local. sbhools.

The latter requires iliOrd explanation. Of the 'resources

presently committed to dissemination, much more is oi'

the side of spreading materials, iideas, and products

than on the side of enhancing the user's capacity'to

choose rationally from among a variety of options ano(,..

impT-e;e1r5/(what he chooses. The `consumer side of educa-

tional

.

dissemination is so weak that the entire system

is unbalanced.

As long as m.ost of the ssemination system consists,of

ef forts tp push' and spread'materials and products', the
. /a .

_

more money the governmentputs into disseminationi.the
a ..,

louder will be.tfie cries of unwarrantdd.government

influence, government dictation, and unfair,competition.

vg,

However, if resources, gointo the creation of an equally

`strbng consumer §ide Ae the system: so that the capacity

of Users to make national choices and implement those

choices is enhanced, much greater Federal and state

resources could support dissoetanation-without raising'

very'legitimate political fearof government influence..

4
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By establishing through legislation a program to encour-

age and support sub-state serVice,denters to prove,con-

sumer services, the system could be brought into balance.
i6 ' I f

Many stag's 'have already committed state resources to

such developments It.would take only a modest program

at the Federkl level to greatly expand and consolidate
,4

such effdrts.

Ike

-
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CONCLUSION

+the problems of dissemination are not merely techhical

and will not yield to a merely Sechni-cal-*solution of.,

\
reorganizing or assigning responsibilities differently..

.

:The probleMseare those of a lack of a visiom.broad

enough to involve,a1T of 'the various actors and agencies

,in a coherent whole, andthe missing system elements to

bring such a vision about: shorgKe of resources and

trained.perso.nnel,'lack of administrative and planning

mectanisms, inconsistent definitions of dis,semination,
,_

.

A.
,

and inadequate research, deVelopment,'and evaluation.'

. .-. . . ,

.As the v-s on of this, -rep the dominant
-. : .

....----
-

thrusts of many widely scattered eff,orts can be pulled
,.

together tntO-a coherent,w'stem. It "simply remains to
. a . ..

do it. .
.

,
.k . .

\\ ,

,
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